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Abstract-We introduce and study the notion of Banach-valued probability measures on a com- 
pact semitopological semigroup. In particular, we prove that these measures are nontrivial idem- 
potents and convolution is separately continuous. We give an example of a Banach-valued measure 
where the support may not be simple; though for any idempotent measure the support is a closed 
simple subsemigroup. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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CONVOLUTION AND BANACH-VALUED 
IDEMPOTENT MEASURES 
A semitopological group is a group G endowed with a topology such that, for each a E G, 
the translations x -+ ax and x -+ xa are continuous on G, and such that the symmetry x + 
2-l is continuous on G. A semitopological semigroup is a semitopological group without the 
continuity condition on symmetry x + x-l. For details on semitopological groups, see [l]. 
Let G be a compact semitopological semigroup. We denote by P(G) the set of nonnegative 
and normalized Bore1 measures on G. If P(G) is endowed with the weak*-topology, then it is a 
compact semitopological semigroup, where the multiplication is defined by convolution. 
Let A be a unital Banach algebra. A closed and a positive cone K(A) of A is closed under 
multiplication and if a, b E K(A), then llall + llbll = Ila + b[J. We write C(G,A) as the algebra 
of all continuous functions from G to A. Let C(G) denote the algebra of continuous functions 
from G to the set of complex numbers. Compare this definition with Co(G) in [2]. 
For every x E G and for all functions f E C(G), we define f*(x) = (f(x))*. A linear operator 
T : C(G) + A is positive if for all f E C(G), T(ff*) E A. Let a(G) be the o-algebra of all Bore1 
subsets of G. A partition of G is a finite (infinite) collection of pairwise disjoint clopen subsets 
of G, which covers G. We denote by T(G), the partition of G. An operator T is weakly compact 
if it maps bounded sets into weakly sequentially compact sets. If T is weakly compact, then the 
representing measure m of T has the value in A. 
The set of all weakly compact measures m : a(G) -+ A is written as W. The positivity of an 
operator T guarantees that m is positive. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for helpful suggestions, which have improved the clarity of the paper. 
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DEFINITION 1. For B in a(G), we define the following: 
4mW) = Sup {c Ilm(s)ll : (~1 E n(B)} . 
Let p and 77 be weakly compact measures. We define the convolution as follows: 
REMARK 1. In [2], it is shown that if m is a positive measure, then it is a dominated measure 
and w(m) is a scalar measure associated with m. 
DEFINITION 2. A measure m : u(G) -+ A in W is called a Banach-valued probability measure 
on G if m > 0 and v(m)(G) = 1. Let R denote the set of all Banach-valued probability measures. 
We note that 0 is a convex set in W. Let us denote the weak and strong operator topologies 
on R by R, and R,, respectively. Then cl(&) = cl(0,) by Corollary 5 in 13, p. 4771. 
PROPOSITION 1. In Q,, convolution is separately continuous. 
PROOF. Let ~1, pc, and 77 E 0,. Suppose that pc + p in the weak operator topology. Assume 
that for a E A and a’ E A’, the functional a; : A -+ C defined by ah(b) = a’(ab) is bounded and 
linear. Hence, for f E C(G) and a E A, we have 
a’ (PO)) = a’ (ak(f)) = 4 (k(f)) + 4b4.f)) = a’(cl(fa)). 
Thus, by [4, p. 3751 we have the following: 
a’ hdf)) = a’ Mfd) + a’MfTl)) = a’b * v(f)), 
and hence the proposition. 
LEMMA 1. In the unit disk of W, a nontrivial positive idempotent belongs to 1;2. 
PROOF. Let e be a positive idempotent in the unit disk of W. Then 
v(e)(G) = Ile(G)II = Ile*e(G)Il = ll(4G)J211 I l14G)l12 = (4e)(G))2, 
and so v(m)(G) = 0 or v(m)(G) = 1, and hence, e E R. 
THEOREM 1. For positive measures p and 11 in W, we have V(P * 7) = w(p) * w(q). 
PROOF. For f E C(G), the function fV : G -+ A, defined by 
f&) = /f,(lY)f;(xY) dV(YL X,YEG, 
is continuous by Theorem 2.1 in [2]. S ince both p and 71 are positive, it follows that 1 f, db E K(A). 
Hence, p * 17 is a positive measure in W. Now by Theorems 4.2 and 1.10 in [2], we conclude that 
p*q is dominated by w(~)*u(Q) and w(p*q) 5 w(~)*w~Q). W e note that w(p*q) is a scalar measure 
which dominates b * 77 and is the smallest measure. By Theorem 2.2 in [2], we have w(p) * ~(71) is 
a scalar measure associated with p * 77. Hence, for B in o(G), 0 5 w(p) * w(v)(B) 5 w(,u * v)(B). 
By combining these inequalities, we have the theorem. 
The above theorem is also true for vector measures with values in a Hilbert space. In particular, 
the theorem holds for weakly (strongly) additive measures. In this case, these measures have 
bounded quadratic variation. The integral of a scalar function with respect to these measures can 
be defined, and hence, the Banach space of integrable functions can be described. In mathematical 
analysis, orthogonal integration is used for the representation of self-adjoint linear operators, 
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groups of unitary operators and various commuting systems of linear operators. For more on 
these measures, see [5]. 
REMARK 2. Theorem 2.1 establishes the fact that for any idempotent measure e, its support is 
a closed simple subsemigroup since the support of e = support of v(e). The following example 
shows though the support of an idempotent may not be simple. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = [0, l] x [0, l] x (0, l] en d owed with the usual topology and Q : [0, l] x [0, l] --t 
[0, l] be a mapping defined as follows: 
i 
0, a=o=p, 
@(%P) = 24 
7-q’ a#P#O. 
The multiplication on G is defined by (a,r,P)(cri,n,&) = (o, @(o,pi),pi). Since @ is con- 
tinuous, therefore G under this multiplication is a compact semitopological semigroup. In this 
case, the minimal ideal 1~ of G is defined and has the following form: 
k = {(a, @P(% P), P) : 0, P E [O, 11). 
Let an element a E 1~ and m, be the point mass at a. If p is the restriction to G of Lebesgue 
measure on % x !R x R, then I_L E R such that support of p= G. The equality ml * p * m, = m, 
is true since 
m, *p * m,(a) = 
s 
@(a) 40) = ma(@), a,b E G. 
Hence, (p * m, * CL) * (p * m, * p) = (p * m, * p) and support of (,u * m, * p) = IG(G) = GaG, 
which is topologically simple but not simple. 
COROLLARY 1. Let e, 77 E R such that e is an idempotent and support of 77 is contained in the 
support of e, then v(e * 77 * e) = u(e). 
PROOF. Let v(e) be an idempotent. Then by Lemma 2(ii) of [6], the map 
is a constant c on support of e for all x, y, and z in G. Theorem 2.1 now gives the following 
relation: 
v(e * 77 * e)(f) = v(e) * 4~) *v(e)(f) = 477)(f) = c, 
which is independent of v, and hence, the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let ~1 E R such that the support of p is a subsemigroup and the conclusion of 
Corollary 2.1 holds. Then v(p2) = v(p). 
PROOF. By a property of K(A), it follows that w(p + n) = u(p) + W(Q). Let (CL + ~‘)/a = r, then 
]](r)G]] = 1. Since v(p3) = w(p), we have 
V(P) 4P2) 21(T) = 2 + -y = v(p * 7 * p). 
Now Lemma 1 in [6] and the fact that support of p is a subsemigroup provide us with support 
of r c support of p, which implies that 
0 * T * Pcl) = 4/J). 
Hence, V(T) = v(p), and so by Theorem 2.1 we have the corollary. 
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Last but not least, we give an example of a vector-valued probability measure that is also a 
Banach-valued measure. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
Then Cr is a unital Banach algebra under convolution. Let z be a fixed element of er of norm 
one, and let T : CO --+ II be defined by T(q) = ~x,qnu,, where u, is the standard basis of er. 
Then T is a bounded linear operator of norm one. Further, T is a positive operator, since 
T(qq*) 2 0 for q* E ~0. Now define m(B) = xnx,v13, where m is a measure from the semigroup 
of all nonnegative integers with discrete topology er. Hence, by Theorem 3 in [3, p. 4931, the 
operator T is weakly compact and m E R. 
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